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KIM PREVOST

Hurricane Katrina survivor and jazz
musician who is now touring the world
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As young as age 4, and until her teens,
Prevost sang in her church’s gospel
choir. “I pursued music even further
in my college years, studying and
performing in community theatre
plays,” she says. “Eventually, I met
my husband, guitarist Bill Solley, and
started performing jazz and writing
original songs.”
The couple’s connection began soon
after they met in 1996. She was hired
as a singer and dancer for a band, and
Bill was hired as the guitarist.

Inspiration
Through Music

In addition to having
songwriter’s credits
for various artists,
film, and television,
Prevost says she
and Solley hope to
finish a brand new
recording by the end
of the year. She hopes
their music will be an
inspiration to others
for years to come.
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Love and Music

Her inspiration for music often comes
from personal stories of triumph and
tragedy. “My music vibe is very
earthy and groove-oriented,”
shares Prevost.
She encourages
other artists to
have purpose
in their
music. “Just
know when
you write
or perform
that your
music
can bring
purpose to
someone’s
life.”

ABOUT KIM

From her first public performance as
a soloist at the age of 10, Kim Prevost,
now 47, has become an artist all her
own - full of soul, jazz, and rock but music
hasn’t always
Katy resident for 10
years and Hurricane
been easy.
Katrina survivor
“Some of
the obstacles
Has a 12-year-old
I have
daughter, Sophia
overcome
in my music
Performs with
husband Bill Solley career have
Just released their fifth
been my own
recording “Sky High”
insecurities I
experienced
Performed at the New
when I was
Orleans Jazz Festival
younger,” says
Prevost. “I
have become
more confident and secure with my
voice, style, and message as a singer.”

